Why is the Oracle Cloud Home Screen changing?

Vanderbilt’s Oracle Cloud environment will receive its regularly-scheduled quarterly upgrade during the weekend of February 15-16. The update to the Home Screen layout is a necessary component of this quarterly upgrade to Vanderbilt’s Oracle Cloud environment.

What is changing?

This update provides a substantial improvement to the user interface. Key improvements include:

1. A reorganized **Springboard** and **Navigator** clearly group applications by category and provide additional options for personalization;

2. **Quick Actions** reduce the number of clicks required to complete many frequently-performed activities;

3. A new **Things to Finish** section summarizes action items and provides direct access to new tasks; and

4. **News and Announcements** are available directly on the **Home Screen**.

What is not changing?

These updates do not change the underlying Oracle Cloud functionality, your roles or your access to information about your transactions.

How can I learn more about new features?

You can read about these updates in MyVU or on the SkyVU website. You can also view a short video tour of the new features, which will also be available within Oracle Cloud once the updates are in place.